X- and Y-chromosome linked paternal effects on a life-history trait
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Males and females usually invest asymmetrically in offspring. In species lacking parental care, females influence offspring in many ways, while males only contribute genetic material via their sperm. For this reason, paternal effects have long been considered an important source of phenotypic variation, while paternal effects have been presumed to be absent or negligible. The recent surge of studies showing trans-generational epigenetic effects questions this assumption, and indicates that paternal effects may be far more important than previously appreciated. Here, we test for sex-linked paternal effects in Drosophila melanogaster on a life-history trait, and find substantial support for both X- and Y-linked effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the full set of causative components of genetic variation that contribute to phenotypic variation is of fundamental importance in the study of evolution and the aetiology of disease [1,2]. Traditionally, paternal effects have been ignored in studies of quantitative genetics, as they have been assumed to be negligible in the majority of species and because most crossing designs do not estimate this variance component (e.g. [3,4]). Despite the fact that sperm is stripped of most of its cytoplasm, paternal effects can be important than previously appreciated. Here, we test for sex-linked paternal effects in Drosophila melanogaster on a life-history trait, and find evidence for both X- and Y-linked effects.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We backcrossed intact X- and Y-chromosomes from each of four strains of D. melanogaster into the same genetic background (LH3, [9], to produce four iso-X/Y lines and four iso-X/Y lines (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 for the crossing protocol). The four strains (i = 1–4) came from Zimbabwe, Africa (Z-53), Congo, Africa (Congo), north-central North America (Canton-S, hereafter CS) and north-eastern North America (Massachusetts-1, hereafter Mass-1).

To test for an egg-to-adult survival-effect of the four paternal X chromosomes on the sex of offspring that does not carry them (males), we began by mating eight groups of 50 LH3-sox-gFP dams (a replica of LH3, homozygous for an autosomal eGFP reporter expressed only in female embryos [10]) to 50 X/Y sires, with two groups randomly assigned to each type of X/Y sire (figure 1a). Sons from these crosses had an identical genotype and cytotype, and only differed with respect to their father’s X-chromosome. After 24 h, females were allowed to oviposit for 1 h on a Petri dish filled with food medium. Six hours later, the embryos were sorted by sex under a fluorescence microscope. Fifty non-fluorescing male embryos were placed in a vial with 300 competing embryos of the same age, from a replica of LH3, homozygous for the recessive mutation v (causing flies to have white eyes). The eye-colour of the competitor flies permitted eclosing target flies to be distinguished from competitor flies. This procedure was repeated over 4 days with the same parents (continuously housed together for the duration of the experiment). The number of target flies that emerged was scored daily until day 20 post egg deposition, and the sum of offspring from each set of the parents made one independent data point. The entire protocol was repeated three times, each with an independent set of parents, to produce three independent blocks of data and a total of 24 data points. Each of these data points was used to test for Y-linked paternal effects by substituting X/Y males for X/Y sires and measuring the survival of non-carrier daughters (figure 1c). A third experiment was done to test for X-linked paternal effects on daughters. The protocol was identical to the one used to test for paternal X-effects except that attached-X/Y dams (C1/DX/Y homozygous for the autosomal eGFP reporter) replaced the X/Y dams (figure 1b). In this experiment, four independent sets of parents per X/Y crossing were used, repeated over two blocks, for a total of 32 data points.

To test for a possible mechanism by which a paternal effect might be produced (i.e. egg provisioning), we also measured the length (L) and width (W) of eggs produced by X/Y sires mated with X/X females. Egg volume was calculated using the formula π/6 (L·W)². Two replicates, each based on 45–50 eggs, were measured for each of the four types of X/Y sires.

Egg-to-adult survival was analysed using generalized linear models (GLM) of the JMP v. 8.0 software package with binomial, or beta-binomial, error terms and the logit linker function. The fact that the source of the paternal X- or Y-chromosome and block was included as fixed effects in the models. The interaction between paternal X- or Y-chromosome and block was non-significant in all models and therefore excluded from the analyses. Variation in egg size was analysed with ANOVA, with replicate nested within X/Y sires. Pairwise comparisons were carried out using the contrast function in the GLM routine of JMP v. 8.0.

3. RESULTS

We found significant X-linked paternal effects on egg-to-adult survival in non-carrier sons (Chromosome: X² = 16.16, d.f. = 3, p = 0.001; Block: X² = 12.39, d.f. = 2, p = 0.002; figure 2a). Contrast analysis indicated that X-Z-53 differed from all other X-chromosomes (false discovery rate (FDR), q-values ≤ 0.05). A similar, but weaker pattern of X-linked paternal effects was found for egg-to-adult survival in non-carrier daughters (Chromosome: X² = 8.02, d.f. = 3, p = 0.046; Block: X² = 0.80, d.f. = 1, p = 0.37; figure 2b). Contrast analysis indicated that X-Z-53 differed from the X-Mass (FDR, q-value ≤ 0.05) and approached significance with X-Congo and X-CS (FDR, q-values ≤ 0.09). We also found significant Y-linked paternal effects influencing non-carrier daughters’ egg-to-adult survival (Chromosome: X² = 10.73, d.f. = 3, p = 0.013; Block: X² = 8.95, d.f. = 2, p = 0.0114; figure 2c). Contrast analysis indicated that X-Mass differed from the X-Congo (FDR, q-value ≤ 0.01), and approached significance with Z-53 (FDR, q-values ≤ 0.06) and X-CS (FDR, q-value ≤ 0.1). We did not find a significant paternal
X-linked effect on egg volume (Chromosome: $F_{3,3.99} = 1.44, p = 0.35$).

4. DISCUSSION

Despite the fact that our screen only surveyed X- and Y-linked genes (approx. 20% of the genome), we uncovered substantial variation in egg-to-adult survival owing to paternal effects. Although egg-to-adult survival is an inclusive measure of total juvenile fitness, paternal effects on adult-stage phenotypes of offspring are also possible and will need to be addressed in future studies. The X- and Y-linked effects we detected could have been mediated through any one of many potential mechanisms. For example, harmful male–female behavioural interactions are known to occur during courtship [6] and X- and Y-coded variation in male phenotypes could cause males to harm their mates to different degrees. Such variation in a sire’s harm to his dams could feasibly lead to paternal effects on offspring survival by indirectly influencing the quality of eggs produced. Alternatively, X- and Y-coded seminal fluid phenotypes could directly induce females to alter their investment in eggs or induce different degrees of harm in terms of female survival [11] and/or fecundity [12].

Our failure to detect a sire effect on egg size rules out the simplest mechanism by which paternal effects might be mediated by courtship or seminal-fluid, although these traits could influence other maternal factors such as the quality/ratio of nutrients placed in eggs. Also, in the case of Y- and X-coded paternal effects on daughters, variation in sire fertility could not contribute to the observed paternal influence on offspring survival, since only living (fluorescing) embryos were screened. Sire fertility potentially contributed to our observed X-coded paternal effect on the survival of ‘sons’ (non-fluorescing, and therefore potentially unfertilized). However, the strong similarity of the pattern of the paternal effects of this chromosome on daughters (figure 2a,b) indicates that fertility was not the major contributor to the paternal X’s effect on non-carrier sons.

We suggest that trans-generational epigenetic effects are a feasible candidate for the paternal effects on egg-to-adult survival found here. This may seem unlikely, especially in the case of the Y-chromosome, where only about a dozen structural genes have been found. Recent studies of Drosophila have, however, shown that the Y-chromosome influences expression of many hundreds of genes in males [13]. The Y-chromosome also has a pheno-typic effect similar to that of the autosomes on a range of behavioural and physiological traits in mice [14]. Recent evidence in mice indicates that a father’s Y-chromosome strongly influences quantitative traits in his daughters, apparently through trans-generational epigenetic effects [15]. Finally, there is convincing evidence showing that the Y is imprinted in D. melanogaster [16,17]. Collectively, these new findings indicate that the Y-, as well as the X-chromosome may have the potential to code for trans-generational epigenetic effects, e.g. by altering the chromatin structure on other chromosomes.

Our results have important implications for the field of quantitative genetics. Most quantitative genetic models designed to decompose genetic variation into its causative components ignore paternal effects despite their inclusion of maternal effects. One commonly employed method in quantitative genetics is the paternal half-sib design. This design is primarily used to test for additive genetic variation while controlling for maternal effects. Given that paternal effects are present, this and other similar designs will inflate estimates of additive genetic variance and thus the heritability of traits. Our results add to a growing list studies indicating that paternal effects may be an important component of total phenotypic variation (reviewed in [18]).

As a final point, sex-linked paternal effects are of special relevance to the theory of sexually antagonistic-zygotic drive (SA-zygotic drive). This theory predicts that sib-competition and/or harmful sib-mating cause the X and Y to evolve paternal effects that harm the sex of offspring that do not carry them [19,20]. The finding that the X-coded paternal effect influences both sons and daughters does not appear to support the operation of SA-zygotic drive. However, this finding would be consistent with SA-zygotic drive, if the X-coded paternal effect was accomplished by imprinting the Y in a manner that harmed any carrier, irrespective of its sex (since the Y is male-limited in nature).
This work demonstrates the ability of non-transmitted paternal chromosomes to influence fitness of offspring; however, it remains to be seen how variable such effects are within and between species.
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Figure 2. Per cent egg-to-adult survival in offspring in response to the paternal X- and Y-chromosome they did not carry. (a) X-linked paternal effects on sons from X/X dams. (b) X-linked paternal effects on daughters from attached-X dams. (c) Y-linked paternal effects on daughters from X/X dams. Note that the egg-to-adult survival of daughters from attached-X mothers (b) is reduced by about a factor of 2 compared with the survival from the other crosses, because half of the female offspring are triploid for the X and die prior to eclosion.